Electron Pair Repulsion Responsible for the Peculiar Edge Effects and Surface Chemistry of Black Phosphorus.
The electronic and optical properties of black phosphorus (black-P) are significantly modulated by fabricating the edges of this two-dimensional material. Electron lone pairs (ELPs) are ubiquitous in black-P, but their role in creating the edge effects of black-P is poorly understood. Using first-principle calculations, we report ELPs of black-P experience severe Coulomb repulsion and play a central role in creating the edge effects of black-P. We discover the outermost P atoms of the zigzag edges of black-PQDs are free of the Coulomb repulsion, but the P atoms of the armchair edges do experience the Coulomb repulsion. The Coulomb repulsion serves as a new chemical driving force to make electron donor-acceptor bonds with chemical groups bearing vacant orbitals. Our results provide insights into the mechanism responsible for the peculiar edge effects of black-P and highlight the opportunity to use the ELPs of black-P for their damage-free surface functionalization.